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CREATE INVESTIGATOR
Choose name and occupation; note your description; take three six-sided 
dice (one – of a different colour – is the Insight Die); circle a on the 
Insight track.

INVESTIGATE
When you investigate, roll:

• 1 die, if it falls under human capabilities;

• 1 die, if your occupation covers it;

• the Insight Die, if you are pushing your mind.

Look at the highest die:

a minimum discovery;

d competent investigator discovery;

e and something extra;

f too much information (probably Insight roll).

If the Insight Die is the highest one, make an Insight roll.

OTHER ACTIONS
Generally, as for investigations. Specifically:

a minimum success;

d complete success;

e and something extra;

f far more than you wanted (probably Insight roll).

INSIGHT ROLL
When you see something disturbing, roll your Insight Die. If you roll 
higher than your current Insight, increase it by one.

SUPPRESS KNOWLEDGE
When you first have Insight e, you can destroy proof of what you have 
discovered. Roll your Insight Die: if you get less than your current 
Insight, reduce it by one.

FAILURE
If you think someone should fail, describe how and roll a die against 
them. Highest die wins.

TRY AGAIN
You can reroll all the dice, if you include or included your Insight Die. For 
every reroll, check if you have to do an Insight roll. Reroll as any times as 
you want.

COOPERATE
Everyone rolls. Keep the highest die rolled by anyone.

COMPETE
Everyone rolls for themselves. Highest die wins.

TIE
Everyone can reroll (trying again). Another tie? Whoever has the highest 
Insight wins. Another tie? Reroll.

FIGHT
Against a supernatural creature, you will die. Against everyone else, say 
what you want and roll for other actions.

UNDERSTAND THE FULL HORROR
If you reach Insight F, you understand the full horror, even if you look 
insane. Describe how you go out, then create a new Investigator or retire 
the old one as soon as possible.
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